Tolerance rough set model is an effective tool for attribute reduction in incomplete decision tables. In recent years, some incremental algorithms have been proposed to find reduct of dynamic incomplete decision tables in order to reduce computation time. However, they are classical filter algorithms, in which the classification accuracy of decision tables is computed after obtaining reduct. Therefore, the obtained reducts of these algorithms are not optimal on cardinality of reduct and classification accuracy. In this paper, we propose an incremental filterwrapper algorithm to find one reduct of an incomplete desision table in case of adding multiple objects. The experimental results on some datasets show that the proposed filter-wrapper algorithm is more effective than some filter algorithms on classification accuracy and cardinality of reduct
INTRODUCTION
Rough set theory has been introduced by Pawlak [1] as an effective tool for solving attribute reduction problem in decision tables. In fact, decision tables often contain missing values for at least one conditional attribute and these decision tables are called incomplete decision tables. To solve attribute reduction problem and extract decision rules directly from incomplete decision tables, Kryszkiewicz [2] has extended the equivalence relation in traditional rough set theory to tolerance relation and proposed tolerance rough set model. Based on tolerance rough set, many attribute reduction algorithms in incomplete decision tables have been investigated. In real-world problems, decision tables often vary dynamically over time. When these decision tables change, traditional attribute reduction algorithms have to re-compute a 500 reduct from the whole new data set. As a result, these algorithms consume a huge amount of computation time when dealing with dynamic datasets. Therefore, researchers have proposed an incremental technique to update a reduct dynamically to avoid some re-computations. According to classical rough set approach, there are many research works on incremental attribute reduction algorithms in dynamic complete decision tables, which can be categorized along three variations: adding and deleting object set [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , adding and deleting conditional attribute set [9, 10] , varying attribute values [11] [12] [13] .
In recent years, some incremental attribute reduction algorithms in incomplete decision tables have been proposed based on tolerance rough set [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Zhang et al. [16] proposed an incremental algorithm for updating reduct when adding one object. Shu et al. [15, 17] constructed incremental mechanisms for updating positive region and developed incremental algorithms when adding and deleting an object set. Yu et al. [14] constructed incremental formula for computing information entropy and they proposed incremental algorithms to find one reduct when adding and deleting multiple objects. Shu el al. [18] developed positive region based incremental attribute reduction algorithms in the case of adding and deleting a conditional attribute set. Shu et al. [19] also developed positive region based incremental attribute reduction algorithms when the values of objects are varying. Xie et al. [20] constructed inconsistency degree and proposed incremental algorithms to find reducts based on inconsistency degree with variation of attribute values. The experimental results show that the computation time of the incremental algorithms is much less than that of non-incremental algorithms. However, the above incremental algorithms are all filter algorithms. In this filter algorithms, the obtained reducts are the minimal subset of conditional attributes which keep the original measure. The classification accuracy of decision table is calculated after obtaining reduct. Consequently, the reducts of the filter incremental algorithms are not optimal on the cardinality of reduct and classification accuracy.
In this paper, we propose the incremental filter-wrapper algorithm IDS_IFW_AO to find one reduct of an incomplete decision table based on the distance in [21] . In proposed algorithm IDS_IFW_AO, the filter phase finds candidates for reduct when adding the most important attribute, the wrapper phase finds the reduct with the highest classification accuracy. The experimental results on sample datasets [22] show that the classification accuracy of IDS_IFW_AO is higher than that of the incremental filter algorithm IARM-I [15] . Furthermore, the cardinality of reduct of IDS_IFW_AO is much less than that of IARM-I. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents some basic concepts. Section 3 constructs incremental formulas for computing distance when adding multiple objects. Section 4 proposes an incremental filter-wrapper algorithm to find one reduct. The experimental results of proposed algorithm are present in Section 5. Some conclusions and further research are drawn in Section 6.
PRELIMINARY
In this section, we present some basic concepts related to tolerance rough set model proposed by Kryszkiewicz 
Then, , PX PX is called the tolerance rough set. For such approximation set, P-positive region with respect to D is defined as 
INCREMENTAL METHOD FOR UPDATING DISTANCE WHEN ADDING MULTIPLE OBJECTS
In [21] , the authors have built a distance measure on attribute sets in incomplete decision tables. This section incrementally computes the distance measure in [21] when adding a single object and multiple objects. By using this incremental formulas, an incremental algorithm to find one reduct will be developed in Section IV.
Given an incomplete decision table
are tolerance matrices on C and d respectively. Then the distance is computed as: 
. Then, the incremental formula to compute the distance is :
.
Incremental method for updating distance when adding multiple objects
Based on Proposition 1, we construct an incremental formula to compute the distance when adding multiple objects by the following Proposition 2.
Proposition 2. Given an incomplete decision table
be the tolerance matrices on C and {d} respectively. Then the incremental formula to compute the distance is:
. , . . 
. 
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AN INCREMENTAL FILTER-WRAPPER ALGORITHM TO FIND ONE REDUCT WHEN ADDING MULTIPLE OBJECTS
In [21] , authors proposed a distance based filter algorithm to find one reduct of an incomplete decision table. In this approach, the obtained reduct is the minimal attribute set which keeping original distance
, the evaluation of classification accuracy is performed after finding out reduct. Based on the incremental formula to compute distance in Subsection 3.2, in this section we develop an incremental filter-wrapper algorithm to find one reduct from a dynamic incomplete decision tables when adding multiple objects. In proposed filter-wrapper algorithm, the filter phase finds candidates for reduct when adding the most important attribute, the wrapper phase finds the reduct with the highest classification accuracy. Firstly, we present the definition of reduct and significance of attribute based on distance. .0 .0
.0
According to Proposition 2 we have:
From (*) and (**) we can obtain
, from (*) and (**) we can obtain
Based on Proposition 3, a distance based incremental filter-wrapper algorithm to find one reduct of an incomplete decision table when adding multiple object is described as follows: 
As the results, IDS_IFW_AO significantly reduces the time complexity, especially when U is large or B is large.
EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
In this section, some experiments have been conducted to evaluate the efficiency of proposed filter-wrapper incremental algorithm IDS_IFW_AO compared with filter incremental IARM-I [15] . The evaluation was performed on the cardinality of reduct, classification accuracy and runtime. IARM-I [15] is state-of-the-art incremental filter algorithm to find one reduct based on position region when adding multiple objects. The experiments were performed on six missing value data sets from UCI [22] (see Table 1 ). Each dataset in Table 1 was randomly divided into two parts of approximate equal size: the original dataset (denoted as 0 U ) and the incremental dataset (see the 4th and 5th columns of Table 1 ). The incremental dataset was randomly divided into five parts of equal size: 1 2 3 4 5 , , , ,
U U U U U
To conduct experiments two algorithms IDS_IFW_AO, IARM-I [15] , firstly we performed two algorithms on the original dataset as incremental data set. Next, we performed two algorithms when adding from the first part ( 1 U ) to the fifth part ( 5 U ) of the incremental dataset.
C4.5 classifier was employed to evaluate the classification accuracy based on the 10-fold cross validation. All experiments have been run on a personal computer with Inter(R) Core(TM) 2 i3-2120 CPU, 3.3 GHz and 4 GB memory.
The cardinality of reduct (denoted as R ) and the classification accuracy (denoted as Acc) of IDS_IFW_AO and IARM-I are shown in Table 2 . As shown in Table 2 , the classification accuracy of IDS_IFW_AO is higher than IARM-I on almost data sets because the wrapper phase of IDS_IFW_AO finds the reduct with the highest classification accuracy. Furthermore, the cardinality of reduct of IDS_IFW_ is much less than IARM-I, especially on Advertisements data set with large number of attributes. Therefore, the computational time and the generalization of classification rules on the reduct of IDS_IFW_AO are better than IARM-I. Table 3 presents the results of the runtime of IDS_IFW_AO and IARM-I (s). The runtime of IDS_IFW_AO and IARM-I is the average time after 10 times of running on our experimental environment. The results shown in Table 3 indicate that the runtime of IDS_IFW_AO is larger than IARM-I on all data sets because IDS_IFW_AO has more runtime to implement the classifier in the wrapper stage.
CONCLUSIONS
It is shown that incremental attribute reduction algorithms in incomplete decision tables which have been proposed are filter algorithms. The reducts of these filter algorithms are not optimal on the cardinality of reduct and classification accuracy. In this paper, we constructed an incremental formula to compute the distance in [21] when adding multiple objects into incomplete decision tables. By using the incremental distance, we proposed the incremental filter-wrapper algorithm IDS_IFW_AO to find one reduct of an incomplete decision table in order to reduce the cardinanity of reduct and improve the classification accuracy. The experimental results on six data sets show that the classification accuracy of incremental filterwrapper algorithm IDS_IFW_AO is higher than the incremental filter algorithm IARM-I [15] . Furthermore, the cardinality of reduct of IDS_IFW_AO is much less than IARM-I. Therefore, the execution time and the generalization of classification rules on the reduct of IDS_IFW_AO are better than IARM-I. Further research is to propose incremental filter-wrapper algorithms when adding and deleting conditional attribute sets.
